Partnering to Create
Best-in-Class Health
Tech Solutions
Medtech-IT Collaborations
Are Key to Success in
Scaling AI/ML in Healthcare

Medical technology companies realize the immense value in implementing
AI to expand their solution offerings and create more value for hospitals,
clinicians and patients; however, they face challenges in accomplishing
this. These can range from collecting and processing global data sets to
attracting talent with knowledge of AI and machine learning to taking a
solution through regulatory approval and deployment at scale across
many customers.
It is an effort that few companies are equipped to successfully accomplish.
Working with the right partner that will proactively provide the technology
expertise as well as demonstrate an operational knowledge of collaborating
with medtech companies can help in overcoming these challenges.

Health technology solutions leveraging Artiﬁcial Intelligence and
Machine Learning can deliver value to stakeholders across the
healthcare ecosystem
These solutions deliver value via impacts such as early detection of chronic conditions,
cost savings, efﬁciency, and ofﬂoading of rote workloads. These potential beneﬁts run into
billions of dollars.
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Numerous Challenges Remain
Although many organizations have collected a wealth of data, numerous challenges remain in
transforming it into a sophisticated data analytics solution. Data must be normalized, made strong
longitudinally, detailed at the patient level, reﬂective of insights across the continuum of care, and
able to offer a single view of enough patients to drive accurate and comprehensive machine
learning algorithms. A large volume of healthcare data is unstructured, medical record data is
siloed and ideally would be combined with claims data for deeper insights. Then come challenges
with validation, regulatory approval and go-to-market realities of deployment and integration.

Data Analytics Solution Challenges in Healthcare
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Healthtech markets are crowded and confusing for buyers,
with many competitors with similar solutions, and hundreds of
startups, each vying for a slice of the market.
Larger medical technology companies may have more established market relationships, but
often lack the depth of data, IT skillsets and insights across the care continuum to develop
solutions that demonstrate value in long term health outcomes.
Take for example the medical imaging market, where AI solutions have been commercialized
since 2012.
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Medical Imaging
AI Market Revenue:
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regulatory approved,
commercially available
AI solutions

There is immense potential in gaining insights from data to provide
clinical tools that support early detection, staging and monitoring of
a variety of health conditions.
Medtech companies have deep insights into the medical conditions they address, but will
beneﬁt from selecting the right partner to turn their insights into a solution that will move the
needle in a data-driven world. To successfully bring an AI solution to market, look for a partner
with wide and deep data, data management and data curation capabilities, and experience
bringing AI solutions to the healthcare market, including clearing regulatory hurdles.

Ideal Capabilities for IT Partners Supporting Healthtech Solutions
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